
ALL PURPOSE 
FLOOR CLEANERS

SPEEDEE MOP FLOOR CLEANER
CARROLL

Liquid damp mop concentrate for use on high gloss floor finishes. No rinsing
required when used as directed saving time and labor costs. Enhances floor
appearance and prolongs life of finish. Pleasant sassafras fragrance.
30010479 10028 1 gal. 4/cs.
30010480 10019 5 gal. 1/ea.

SUPER SIX FLOOR DETERGENT
CARROLL

A mild, synthetic all purpose hard surface cleaner with controlled foaming
properties. Ideal for use in a variety of application methods including automatic
floor scrubbers. Diluted appropriately, it gently cleans polished floors, walls
and other hard surfaces without streaking or dulling surfaces.
30010139 12628 1 gal. 4/cs.

FLOOR SCIENCE® FLOOR CLEANER
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Rinse-free formula saves labor by eliminating a separate rinsing step. Leaves
no residue to dull the finish. Helps extend stripping and recoating cycle.
Low-foaming formula can be used in auto scrubbers for maximum efficiency.
15206792 96792 1 gal. 4/cs.

FREEFALL® GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Ideal for general cleaning and light degreasing on all surfaces and floors. Low
foaming. Pleasant fresh citrus fragrance. Dilution rates: Floor - 1:64 yields 65.0
gallons, Scrub & Recoat - 1:16 yields 17 gallons, Spray & Wipe Heavy - 1:8
yields 9 gallons, Spray & Wipe Normal - 1:16 yields 17 gallons.
15205801 6103100 1 gal., Practical Solutions™ 2/cs.

SUNLIGHT® FLOOR & MULTI-SURFACE CLEANER
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Concentrated multi-purpose cleaner for floors and all hard surfaces.
15200177 2979451 1 gal. 4/cs.

VEXAL PLUS FLOOR CLEANER & TRACTION TREATMENT
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

A unique three-in-one heavy-duty floor cleaner designed for quarry tile and
other kitchen floor surfaces. When used full strength, VexAL Plus provides a
microscopic traction texture to the tile surface, helping to create a safer work
environment. Used as a daily floor cleaner, VexAL Plus removes grease and
soap scum deposits. VexAL Plus is also and excellent concrete cleaner for use
on sidewalks, dumpster pads or drive-thrus.
15200162 4532 1 gal. 4/cs.

DAWN® HEAVY-DUTY FLOOR CLEANER
PROCTER & GAMBLE

Dawn® Heavy Duty Floor Cleaner is a high-performance, liquid detergent
designed to cut tough grease on Foodservice kitchen floors and other areas.
This product is specially formulated for foodservice and is compatible with 
liquid chlorine bleach without the fear of hazardous fumes. It  is non-caustic,
non-acidic, and non-toxic. The formula is versatile - suitable for use on 
multiple interior and exterior surfaces.
16908789 08789 1 gal. 3/cs.

MR. CLEAN® FINISHED FLOOR CLEANER
PROCTER & GAMBLE

Excellent cleaning and shine preservation for a wide range of finished floors
including ceramic and vinyl tile, terrazzo, and varnished hardwood. Can be
used as a versatile all purpose cleaner. Contains ingredients to cause the
rapid collapse of its suds, making it an excellent choice for use in automatic
floor scrubbing machines. Use it diluted (1 fl. oz. per 1 gallon) or for full-
strength cleaning.
16902621 02621 1 gal. 3/cs.
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SPIC AND SPAN® FLOOR CLEANER
PROCTER & GAMBLE

Saves the time and effort of rinsing. Cuts through grease and tracked-in soils,
to minimize the need for multiple floor treatments.
16900130 02011 3 oz. 45/cs.
16900129 02001 1 gal. 3/cs.

SPIC AND SPAN® FLOOR CLEANER W/BLEACH
PROCTER & GAMBLE

Cuts tough greasy soil and bleaches out stains. Helps fight tough floor stains
with the power of chlorine bleach. Available in portion packs, cutting down on
employee waste.
16902010 02010 2.2 oz., Single Use Packets 45/cs.
16900030 07050 2.2 oz., Single Use Packets 45/cs.

SPIC AND SPAN® LIQUID ALL PURPOSE/FLOOR CLEANER
PROCTER & GAMBLE

Versatile multipurpose cleaner for floors, walls, tables, food-contact surfaces,
and restrooms. Dual-surfactant system emulsifies greasy soils and suspends
them so they can be removed. High builder level helps remove grimy tracked-
in dirt and delivers excellent cleaning in hard water. Non-corrosive mildly 
alkaline formula balances tough cleaning power with employee safety.
Concentrated liquid. Use 3 oz. per 4 gal. bucket for quarry tile floors.
16907032 07032 3 oz. Packet 45/cs.
16908807 08807 1 gal. 3/cs.

TIDE® ALL PURPOSE/FLOOR CLEANER
PROCTER & GAMBLE

Heavy-duty floor and all purpose cleaner. Economical and versatile powdered
cleaner cuts through tough grease and attacks tracked-in dirt. Cleans floors
and walls (1/2-1 cup per 4 gallons), pots and pans (2 cups per sink), and 
laundry (1 cup per load). Can be used with chlorine bleach. Non-phosphate.
Classified by UL to slip resistance 43R9.
16900913 08171 18 lb. 1/ea.
16902364 02364 36 lb. 1/ea.
16908185 08185 36 lb. 1/ea.

MOP & GLO® FLOOR SHINE
RECKITT BENCKISER

Cleans and shines in one application. Formulation of polymer, water and
detergent. Will not yellow. Can be used on all floors except wood and cork.
58345432 75057 32 oz. 6/cs.

PROFESSIONAL MOP & GLO®

TRIPLE ACTION FLOOR SHINE CLEANER
RECKITT BENCKISER

Cleans away dirt and leaves a beautiful shine. Provides long-lasting protection.
Quick, convenient, one-step process.
58344297 74297 64 oz. 6/cs.

BROAD SPECTRUM DISINFECTANT FLOOR CLEANER
ZEP

Environmentally preferred neutral floor and hard surface cleaner disinfects
floors and hard surfaces. Hospital grade disinfectant eliminates bacteria, 
fungi and viruses including HIV, MRSA, and Staph.
75070027 R02124 1 gal. 4/cs.
75070028 R02135 5 gal. 1/ea.

Z-VERDANT ALL PURPOSE CLEANER
ZEP

Environmentally preferred, concentrated, all purpose cleaner. May be used 
on any surface not harmed by water. Effective on a variety of soils such as
wax buildup, fingerprints, and black marks on floors. May be used for most
daily cleaning and maintenance operations. Contains no harmful solvents 
or harsh chemicals.
75070133 R08924 1 gal., Concentrate 4/cs.
75070134 R08935 5 gal., Concentrate 1/ea.
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Z-VERDANT AUTO SCRUBBER SOLUTION
ZEP

Environmentally preferred auto scrubber concentrate. Removes oil, grease,
and dirt from floors and most other washable surfaces. Biodegradable, no
petroleum, solvents or caustics.
75070129 R08724 1 gal. 4/cs.
75070130 R08735 5 gal. 1/ea.

WOOD FLOOR CLEANERS

MURPHY® OIL SOAP
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE

Economical, natural cleaner is ideal for mopping wood floors, paneling and
other large wood surfaces. Naturally cleans finshed and hard surfaces. EPA
DfE approved formula.
11901101 01101 16 oz. 12/cs.
11902106 01106 32 oz., Concentrate 12/cs.
11900185 01185 32 oz., Trigger Sprayer 12/cs.
11900103 01103 1 gal. 4/cs.

MOP & GLO® WOOD FLOOR CLEANER
RECKITT BENCKISER

Quick, convenient one-step process cleans away the dirt and leaves a beauti-
ful shine that provides long-lasting protection. Protects against wear and tear.
Recommended for use on sealed wood floors.
58345065 75065 32 oz. 1/ea.

DUST MOP TREATMENT

PRIME SOURCE® DUSTY MOP TREATMENT
PRIME SOURCE®

Water-based formula leaves floor clean and shiny. No silicones or waxes that
leave a slippery coating. Attracts dirt and dust like a magnet.
75004510 75004510 18 oz. 12/cs.

DUSTER PLUS® DUST TREATMENT
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

No wax formula for use on furniture, blinds and artificial plants or as a mop
treatment to remove dust from wood and resilient floors. Also effective on
stainless steel. Lemon fragrance.
15200074 94752 17 oz. 6/cs.

CONCRETE

ALL-OFF CONCRETE CLEANER/DEGREASER
CARROLL

Removes difficult soils from concrete floors and driveways. Special color
change agents identify area of product coverage. Orange color turns green
when wet. Pine oil added to aid in emulsification and cleaning. Clean pine fra-
grance.
30010174 95050 25 lb. 1/ea.
30010176 95010 50 lb. 1/ea.
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TILE & STONE CLEANERS

QUARRY TILE CLEANER
CARROLL

Removes slippery grease and soapy build up from quarry tile and concrete.
Deep cleans by penetrating and reopening floor pores, water-based. Ideal for
restaurants and institutional food service kitchens, concentrated.
30010457 32528 1 gal. 4/cs.

SURE TRAC® QUARRY TILE CLEANER
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Penetrates deep into tile pores and grout to lift imbedded soils and grease.
Improves slip-resistance with repeated use. Doubles as a shock treatment and
an economical daily cleaner.
15200100 90642 3 oz. 36/cs.

SURE TRAC® ULTRA FLOOR CLEANER & TRACTION
TREATMENT
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Penetrates deep into tile pores and grout to lift imbedded soils and grease,
improving slip-resistance with repeated use. Also effective on concrete, ceram-
ic tile, vinyl and resilient tile floors.
15200013 90228 1 gal. 2/cs.

FLOOR STRIPPERS

PRIME SOURCE® REVEAL NON-AMMONIA STRIPPER
PRIME SOURCE®

Heavy-duty formula. Odor-free. Does not contain butyl cellusolv.
75004504 75004504 1 gal. 4/cs.
75004505 75004505 5 gal. 1/ea.

PRIME SOURCE® SUPER STRIP-EEZ
LIQUIFYING STRIPPER
PRIME SOURCE®

No-rinse, solvent-based stripper that quickly penetrates and liquifies multiple
layers of floor finish for complete removal.
75004477 75004477 1 gal. 4/cs.
75004478 75004478 5 gal. 1/ea.

ENVIRO PATROL WAX & FINISH REMOVER
CARROLL

When used as directed, this product is a high performance, ultra low odor,
non-toxic, non-corrosive, butyl-free, ammonia-free wax and finish remover.
Specially designed to remove conventional zinc crosslinked finishes as well as
environmentally preferable zinc-free floor finishes like Enviro Patrol Metal Free
Floor Finish. A highly concentrated rapid response stripper that dissolves 
multiple coats of finish without the strong and unpleasant odor associated 
with conventional strippers. Rinses quickly without leaving residual alkali to
interfere with finish application. Dilute 1 part to 6 parts of cold water for most
applications. Green Seal® certified. Cold water effective.
30011276 35028 1 gal. 4/cs.
30011274 35019 5 gal. 1/ea.

SALVO NON-AMMONIATED FLOOR STRIPPER
CARROLL

Non-ammoniated, concentrated, re-liquefying stripper. Quickly and completely
removes floor finish with little or no agitation. Can be used as a mop-on, pick
up stripper. Water based solvent system.
30011028 31028 1 gal. 4/cs.
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SUPER STRIP PLUS EMULSIFYING STRIPPER
CARROLL

Non-ammoniated, very aggressive floor finish emulsifier. Completes job with
first application saving time and labor costs. Effective on heavily burnished 
finishes and chemical resistant sealers. Water based solvent system.
30010472 30828 1 gal. 4/cs.

FLOOR SCIENCE® FLOOR STRIPPER
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Extra heavy-duty formula cuts through multiple coats to save labor and 
stripping time, even on frequently burnished or spray buffed surfaces.
Non-ammonia, non-solvent formula means no harsh odors. Rinses freely 
from floor surfaces to help assure good adhesion of the new finish.
15200099 98726 1 gal. 4/cs.

FREEDOM™ SPEED STRIPPER RTD®

JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Saves up to one-half the time and labor vs. ordinary stripping procedures. No
machine, stripping pads, neutralizers, or multiple rinses. Use with a machine
for those problem build-ups. Non-ammoniated, solvenated and pleasantly
scented.
15206424 3685931 1.5 L 1/ea.

MASTERPIECE® PENETRATING WAX STRIPPER
RECKITT BENCKISER

Fast-acting formula quickly emulsifies burnished floor finishes and heavy wax
buildup. Contains no ammonia or phosphates. Tough and effective, removes
urethane-fortified films. Multiple-use dilutions from 1:1 to 1:10.
58347005 07005 5 gal. 1/ea.

NEUTRAL CLEANERS

PRIME SOURCE® NU-VIEW
LOW FOAM NEUTRAL CLEANER
PRIME SOURCE®

Low foaming. Ideal for use in automatic scrubbers. Neutral pH formula. Film
and residue-free cleaning.
75004004 75004004 1 gal. 4/cs.
75004005 75004005 5 gal. 1/ea.

ENVIRO PATROL NEUTRAL CLEANER
CARROLL

Use as a highly efficient multi-use cleaner for floors, walls, woodwork and
other washable surfaces where a neutral pH range is desirable. Quickly
removes soil without dulling, damaging, etching, or harming floor finishes 
even when used for daily applications. Dilutes at 1 oz./gal. (1:128) for most
applications. Green Seal® certified and recognized by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency Design for the Environment (DfE) Formulator Initiative 
for its improved environmental and human health characteristics.
Cold water effective.
30011272 12728 1 gal. 4/cs.

FORMULA 409® NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER
CLOROX

Designed to clean a wide range of soils on a wide variety of floor surfaces.
Loosens and removes tough soils, including foodservice kitchen soils.
No rinsing required, saving time and labor. Leaves floors sparkling, with no
dulling film on the surface. UL classified for slip resistance. Fresh citrus scent.
pH neutral and low foaming. Specially formulated for use with floor machines
and automatic scrubbers.
38388738 14805 1 gal. 4/cs.

EASY PAKS® NEUTRAL CLEANER
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Convenient pre-measured packaging. No-rinse, effervescing formula. Leaves
no dulling film; helps save the shine of high-gloss finishes. Safe on alkaline
sensitive surfaces. Cleans terrazzo, marble, slate, vinyl, and vinyl asbestos,
asphalt tile, ceramic tile and quarry tile floors.
15200107 90653 (90) 1/2 oz. 180/cs.
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EASY PAKS®

NEUTRALIZER CONDITIONER/COUNTERACTANT
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Neutralizes alkaline residue after floor stripping. Counteracts urine odors;
removes white ice melter residue; even removes alkaline buildup and odors
from mop heads and floor pads.
15200108 90685 (90) 1/2 oz. 180/cs.

REFLECTA® NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

A concentrated pH 7 neutral daily floor cleaner, that cleans the floor without
dulling the shine. Reflecta® requires no rinsing, removes damaging soils, and
prevents finish discoloration. Low foaming. Fresh citrus fragrance. Dilution
rates: Auto Scrubber Daily - 1:128 yields 129 gallons, Mop & Bucket Normal -
1:64 yields 65 gallons, Mop & Bucket Heavy - 1:32 yields 33 gallons.
15205800 6322100 1 gal., Practical Solutions™ 2/cs.

STRIDE™ CITRUS NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER RTD®

JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Labor saving, non-dulling neutral cleaner for everyday rinse-free cleaning.
Pleasant to work with citrus fragrance. Available in a variety of formula con-
centrations and package sizes. Environmentally preferred product.
15203390 3063390 5 L, 1:256 1/ea.

MASTERPIECE® NEUTRAL CLEANER
RECKITT BENCKISER

Provides effective, low-foaming, rinse-free cleaning without stripping or react-
ing with the floor surface. Contains no alkalis, phosphates or ammonia. Can be
used on conductive flooring, will not reduce floor conductive properties. Use in
facilities where effective cleaning with mop-on or autoscrubber application is
desirable. Economical, concentrated formula makes up to 64 gallons (1:64).
Neutral pH at 1:64 dilution. Authorized under USDA Registration C-1 stan-
dards for use in federally inspected meat and poultry facilities.
58344454 74454 1 gal. 4/cs.

FLOOR FINISH

GROUND LEVEL SEALER/FINISH
PRIME SOURCE®

Fast drying. All acrylic formulation.
75004488 75004488 5 gal. 1/ea.

PRIME SOURCE® DAZZLE BRIGHT GLOSS FINISH
PRIME SOURCE®

Flexible film. Fast drying and multi-speed buffable. Produces a wet look gloss.
75004501 75004501 1 gal. 4/cs.
75004502 75004502 5 gal. 1/ea.

PRIME SOURCE® MIRAGE HIGH GLOSS FINISH
PRIME SOURCE®

High solids with extra durability. Extra-hard wear surface. Produces an initial
high gloss.
75004508 75004508 5 gal. 1/ea.

PRIME SOURCE® REFLECTIONS 250 HIGH SPEED FINISH
PRIME SOURCE®

Designed for UHS floor maintenance. Produces a dazzling gloss. Extra wear
and durability.
75004480 75004480 1 gal. 4/cs.
75004481 75004481 5 gal. 1/ea.
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PRIME SOURCE® SHINE-ON UHS RESTORER/SPRAY BUFF
PRIME SOURCE®

3-in-1 formulation that can be used as a spray buff, mop-on restorer, or
through an auto scrubber. Enhances the gloss on any floor finish.
75004490 75004490 1 gal. 4/cs.

PRIME SOURCE® VISIONS WET LOOK FINISH
PRIME SOURCE®

Flexible film. Fast drying and multi-speed buffable. Produces a wet look gloss.
75004483 75004483 1 gal. 4/cs.

DOWN UNDER ALL PURPOSE SEALER
CARROLL

A high-gloss, water emulsion seal/undercoat designed with durable, protective
properties for resilient and non-resilient floors, except wood. It provides a non-
yellowing, surface-adhering basecoat that protects floors from soils and abuse,
improves bonding properties of compatible floor polishes and is not readily
removed in light stripping procedures, ultimately reducing labor.
30010089 65828 1 gal. 4/cs.

ENVIRO PATROL METAL FREE FLOOR FINISH
CARROLL

Designed with the newest in environmentally preferable metal-free polymer
technology for sealing and finishing all types of resilient flooring. Does not con-
tain zinc, phthalates or alkyl phenol ethoxylates to harm the environment or
interfere with industrial wastewater treatment processes. This state-of-the-art
finish has exceptional gloss, durability, soil resistance, detergent resistance,
recoatability, removability, and slip resistance. A combination sealer and finish
that dries to a smooth, hard, clear and colorless coating in about 30 minutes
under normal conditions. Versatile and can be maintained using traditional
maintenance procedures including scrub/recoat or high speed burnishing.
Green Seal® certified, and DfE. Cold water effective.
30016728 66728 1 gal. 4/cs.
30010667 66719 5 gal. 1/ea.
30011275 66719 5 gal. 1/ea.

LEVEL BEST® HIGH SOLIDS FLOOR POLISH
CARROLL

Ultra high solids; excellent gloss, slip resistance and durability. Flexible metal
cross-linked finish. Single coat acts as sealer and finish, reducing labor costs.
Non yellowing, non powdering; regular or high speed burnishing.
30010084 69028 1 gal. 4/cs.
30010085 69019 5 gal. 1/ea.

POLARIS ULTRA PREMIUM UHS FLOOR FINISH
CARROLL

Ultra high solids formula requires fewer coats saving time and labor. Designed
for high traffic areas with excellent gloss and scuff resistance. Extremely
durable which extends recoating and strip-out cycles, reducing labor costs.
UHS formulated for compatibility with UHS propane, battery, and electric
equipment. SPT - synergistic polymer technology formulated for durability and
"wet look" gloss.
30010213 62328 1 gal. 4/cs.
30010214 62319 5 gal. 1/ea.

TEN® FLOOR POLISH
CARROLL

Innovative terpolymer technology offers performance value. Designed to 
protect, preserve, and enhance flooring. Easy to apply, repair and recoat.
High initial gloss is also long lasting and buffable.
30010081 68028 1 gal. 4/cs.

FLOOR SCIENCE® FLOOR SPRAY BUFF
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Cleans and restores high gloss wet look of finish without buildup or 
discoloration. Removes black heel marks, surface scratches, tar and ingrained
dirt. Effective with both low and high speed equipment.
15206896 96896 1 gal. 4/cs.
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FLOOR SCIENCE® UNIVERSAL SEALER/FINISH
JOHNSON DIVERSEY

Produces dramatic wet look with durability, resistance to scuffs and outstand-
ing leveling. Built-in sealer assures goof proof application; eliminates the need
for an additional product. Effective on resilient and most non-resilient flooring.
15200098 98391 1 gal. 4/cs.
15208391 98390 5 gal. 1/ea.

MASTERPIECE® HIGH GLOSS FLOOR FINISH
RECKITT BENCKISER

High gloss floor finish is repairable without the need for a restorer, just clean
and burnish or recoat and burnish. Use in facilities that demand a high-profile,
''wet look'' shine.
58340009 03905 5 gal. 1/ea.

METALIST™ 20 FLOOR FINISH
RECKITT BENCKISER

Provides a consistent high gloss. Maintain by spray buffing, high-speed buffing
or burnishing. Ideal for a variety of maintenance methods and skill levels.
Use in facilities where a high gloss shine is desirable.
58345055 05055 5 gal. 1/ea.

METALIST™ FLOOR SEALER
RECKITT BENCKISER

Durable, water-based, acrylic polymer formula seals and protects, but can be
stripped off when needed. Use to protect new installations and whenever an
extended floor life is desired.
58344905 04905 5 gal. 1/ea.

Z-TREAD BURNISH RESTORER
ZEP

Environmentally preferred, concentrated, floor gloss restorer cleans and pre-
pares floor for burnishing in one easy step. Eliminates need for frequent strip-
ping and refinishing.
75070058 R03835 5 gal. 1/ea.

ICE MELT

ROAD RUNNER ICE MELT
SCOTWOOD INDUSTRIES

Contains calcium chloride, the fastest dry de-icer on the market. Begins melt-
ing immediately upon impact, generates melting heat fast. Effectively melts ice
down to -10ºF. Needs fewer applications than rock salt. Safe on streets, drive-
ways, sidewalks, steps and the environment when applied correctly. Does not
track. Odorless and colorless.
16770011 RR12 12 lb. Jug 4/cs.
16770014 RR50 50 lb. Bag 1/bg.
16770015 RR50BOX 50 lb. Box 1/ea.
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